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The lines on your hand are as distinctive as the DNA that sets you apart as an individual, telling a

great deal about your past, present, and future - as well as providing insights into who you are. A

practice that dates back more than 1,000 years, palmistry is the study of the lines, texture, shapes,

and idiosyncrasies of the hand.The Everything Palmistry Book introduces you to this ancient art and

guides you step-by-step through the major lines of the hand - and the meaning of each one. From

identifying the line of destiny to finding the perfect love match to choosing the right career to

discovering potential health risks, this fun and informational book shows you how to reveal things

about yourself no one else knows.The Everything Palmistry Book helps you learn to:Gauge your

creativity levelControl your destinyAnalyze your fingerprintsChoose a career to fit your

personalityFind the perfect partnerPacked with dozens of clear drawings of palms, The Everything

Palmistry Book will have you discovering new and exciting details about yourâ€”yet

unknownâ€”future in no time!
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Katina Z. Jones has a degree in metaphysics and was taught the art of palmistry by her

grandmother. She has read palms professionally for fifteen years and is a veteran author of fourteen

books, including the bestselling EverythingÂ® Feng Shui Book. Ms. Jones lives in Akron, OH.

I liked the drawings in black and white because they help me to clearly see the lines. The only thing



better would be a personal reading of my specific palm.

I've borrowed this book from the library and what I've read so far I likeit alot. Diagrams are easy to

understand, text is enjoyable to read as well as easy to understand. Therefore I intend on

purchasing it for my library. Palmistry has always intrigued me, unlike other "fortune telling" the lines

in our hands give as close to accuracy about a person as one can get.

ok

This book should just be called "Some Stuff About Palmistry Book"A lot of this stuff in this book

could be discovered by just scouring the internet. I was hoping that this book would be more

detailed and offer WAY more insight into palmistry. The book barely touched on the family ring! It

didn't include anything about enemy lines or friendship lines.What about information about

phalanges?I was also hoping for more illustrations. They had a few, but I'd be great if there were

more. There should have been more specifics on each type of influence line on the mount of Venus.

It was just a book that's great for beginners, people who just want general knowledge of palmistry.

For those who want to dig deeper, this book is NOT for you.

I've been a amateur palm reader for 40 years. This is one of the worst palmistry books I've ever

seen.Particularly bad are the illustrations. A example is page 107, showing the Ring of Saturn, a

particularly ominous mark. I should know as Yours Truly has a partial Ring. The illustration would

indicate this marking is the crease between the palm and the middle finger. EVERYONE HAS THIS

SO-CALLED "RING!" If we didn't, we couldn't bend our fingers!The acutual ring would be found at

the BASE of the middle finger, into the palm proper. Same for the Rings of Apollo.Good thing I didn't

pay for this book.
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